To whom it may concern,

On behalf of Allgemeiner Fakultätentag e.V. (AFT), we wish to express our support for your petition letter to the European Commission and European Parliament on revising the title of Commissioner Gabriel to ‘Education, Research, Innovation and Youth’.

Allgemeiner Fakultätentag e.V. (AFT) supports your petition with its 19 German members and thus with more than 650 faculties all around Germany.

We see ourselves as representatives of our colleagues and subjects in the discussion about the development of research and teaching at the universities and bundle these activities of the individual members on an interdisciplinary level.

Further information of AFT is available online at https://allgemeiner-fakultaetentag.de/.

King Regards

Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h. c. Albert Albers
President of Allgemeiner Fakultätentag e.V. (AFT)